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Today in luxury marketing:

Melania Trump will pose a challenge for the fashion world, says Jeremy Scott

As the United States continues to digest the aftermath of the presidential election, many in the fashion community,
which has historically spent this period between presidents contemplating the incoming First Lady's place within its
orbit, are wondering if there is one at all, says Vanity Fair.

Click here to read the entire article on Vanity Fair

Alfa Romeo joins the luxury SUV madness

Alfa Romeo is slogging its way through a comeback in the United States, and so Nov. 16's news was inevitable: The
Italian automaker is building an SUV, per Wired.

Click here to read the entire article on Wired

Stella McCartney: Fashion is getting away with murder

Stella McCartney is the luxury industry's most vocal advocate for animal and environmental welfare. Her products
are entirely vegetarian. They're increasingly sustainable, too, thanks to McCartney's insistence on using materials
such as organic cotton and recycled cashmere. And she thinks it's  time other companies followed suit, according to
Hollywood Reporter.

Click here to read the entire article on Hollywood Reporter

What Singles' Day tells us about the state of Chinese travel

Singles' Day, the 24-hour shopping bonanza made famous by Alibaba and its increasingly elaborate Singles' Day
festivities, has come and gonebut what does it tell us about Chinese travel? asks Jing Daily.
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Click here to read the entire article on Jing Daily
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